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II. THESIS PROPOSAL
The following is the Thesis Proposal for the Master of Fine Arts
Degree, College of Graphic Arts and Photography, School of Photographic
Arts and Sciences, Rochester Institute of Technology.
Title: Illuminations
Purpose: Through my images I would Like to explore the personal use and
importance of objects and symbols as they relate to specific people and
their environment. At the same time I will be exploring the delicate
balance established between an image, its space, and its borders. The
work will be presented as a group of images, mostly portraits, dene in:
a) Photogravure
b) Photo-etching
c)Direct Transfer
or d)A ccmbination of any of these three processes.
To "illuminate" means l)to enlighten spiritually or intellectually,
2) to make clear, and 3) to decorate with elaborate designs of miniature
pictures .
Submitted By: Judith L. Natal
Thesis Board: Bea Nettles, Chairperson
Charles Arnold, Jr.
Dave Dickinson
Scope and Background:
My interest in combining the photographic image with the printmaking
process goes back several years to when I was a sophomore studying Camera
Work in a history of photography class. It was there that I discovered
the quality of gravure and, for that matter, the beautiful textural
quality of ink on paper. The following year I applied for and received
an undergraduate research grant to work in the area of gravure and to
master the process. After floundering on my own I did develop an under
standing of what gravure is, but not the skills with which to do it. My
interest and appreciation remained; and during my first year at RIT, with
the help of Greg Taylor, I did acquire the skills necessary. So gravure
will play a large part in my thesis. I think it is a very beautiful
process.
I do believe, though, that the image should dictate the process,
not vice versa. Therefore, not every image is suited to gravure. The
deliberate use of three processes will allow me to freely use the advan
tages and limitations of each process and ultimately gain more control
over the final image.
The use of borders has always been appealing to me for several
reasons. The first and most obvious is decorative quality, the free use
of patterns and colors to create a tension between the border and the
image. Borders can create or disrupt the visual rhythm of the pattern,
forms, and repetition of symbols in such a way that powerfully reinforces
elements used in the image and brings importance to them. This can be used
to enhance and complement the image, to subtly add information that will
emphasize the emotional and visual impact of the image.
Procedures and Work/Time Schedule:
This thesis is to result in an exhibition of a portfolio of prints
in September of 1978. Experimentation has already begun in transfer
methods and materials, print papers and tissues, as well as color printing
techniques and material sources for border imagery.
I feel that, this thesis is a natural outgrowth and development of my
concerns of the photographic image in relation to non-silver processes, as
well as a means of further developing an understanding of my personal
aesthetic and vision.
III. GENERAL INTRODUCTION
III. GENERAL INTRODUCTICN
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The following extended quotation from the writings of Anais
Nin*
is cited by way of introduction to my thesis work:
Why one writes ^photographs^ i-s a question I can answer easily,
having so often asked it of myself. I believe one writes be
cause one has to create a world in which one can live. I could
not live in any of the worlds offered to me the world of my
parents, the world of war, the world of politics. I had to cre
ate a world of my own, like a climate, a country, an atmosphere
in which I could breathe, reign, and recreate myself when de
stroyed by living. That, I believe, is the reason for every
work of art. The artist is the only one who knows that the
world is a subjective creation, that there is a choice to be
made, a selection of elements. It is a materialization, an in
carnation of his inner world. Then he hopes to attract others
into it. He hopes to impose his particular vision and share it
with others. And when the second stage is not reached, the brave
artist continues nevertheless. The few moments of communication
with the world are vorth the pain, for it is a world for others,
an inheritance for others, a gift to others in the end.
We can also write to heighten our own awareness of life.
We write to lure and enchant and console others. We write to
serenade our lovers. We write to taste life twice, in the mo
ment and in retrospection. We write, like Proust, to render
all of it eternal, and to persuade ourselves that it is eternal.
We write to be able to transcend our life, to reach beyond it.
We write to teach ourselves to speak with others , to record the
journey into the labyrinth. We write to expand our world when
we feel strangled, or constricted, or lonely. We write as the
bird sings, as the primitives dance their rituals. If you do
not breathe through writing, if you do not cry out in writing,
or sing in writing, then don't write because our culture has no
use for it. When I don't write, I feel my world shrinking. I
feel I am in prison. I feel I loose my fire and my color. It
should be a necessity, as the sea needs to heave, and I call it
breathing.
The text of this written thesis report is divided into tro parts: a
technical part and an aesthetic part. The division is an artificial one,
merely used for clarification and simplification. I feel that "the
process"
of gravure has a tendency to be overemphasized, and viewers can use ignor
ance of the process to avoid the issues presented in the photographs. I
intended these pictures to be rendered in photogravure; gravure is the
medium of my choice for these images. I do not separate image and tech
nique.
I have chosen my materials and tools with care and I have worked
very hard to acquire a technical competence in both photography and print-
making. Hopefully, this effort is not noticeable for itself. Making the
complex simple is scmething I hold in high regard. But the primary concern
in this thesis is content, not process. Ideally, a person will not be
aware of the process but the image, not the "how" but the "why." The
heart of this thesis is feeling, my personal aesthetic of seeing.
IV. TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
IV. TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
1. Definition and Observations of the Gravure Process
(The material that follows is taken from the course description that I
developed for the use of students in a Photogravure Workshop which I
taught for credit at Rochester Institute of Technology during Winter
Quarter, 1978. The course description proved to be a helpful definition
for those students who had no prior experience . )
Photogravure is a unique synthesis of photography and intaglio
printing, and through this introductory workshop in photogravure my aim
is to open the photographer's experience to the amazing possibilities
that this antique process has to offer. The workshop will be a step-by-
step learning experience of how the process works, its advantages and
limitations, and opportunities for personal expression and experimentation.
Photogravure, rooted in the 19th century traditions of the fine art
print and the hand-crafted work of art, runs counter to the present trend
of simplifying the process of photography. For the hand-pulled photo
gravure print is a labor of love. But in spite of the difficulties in
volved in the making, the rewards are impressive. The over-all quality
of an excellent gravure is unsurpassed by any other method of printing
photographs. Photogravure is not only a means to reproduce prints, but
a particular method of presenting one's photographs at their best. Photo
gravure also offers a permanence and richness of ink on 100% rag paper
that the present-day photographic papers cannot match. The following
description of photogravure is an unpublished manuscript from the archives
of the George Eastman House. It accompanied an Exhibition entitled
"Control Processes" at the International Museum of Photography/George
Eastman House in 1976:^
Photogravure, the process by which photographic images
are transferred to intaglio plates for printing in the press,
derives from the early experiments of Henry Fox Talbot. The
photogravure plate, printed by hand in a copper-plate press,
combined traditional fine printmaking and modern photographic
processes with remarkable flexibility. It yielded extremely
fine tonal gradations and excellent detail while its fine grain
structure contributed to the photographic image a richness, a
depth associated with the medium of etching. The plate was
also lastly hand-worked with traditional printmaking tools,
the roulette for rich blacks and texture, the needle for
strengthening and adding lines, the burnisher for bringing
out or creating light areas. Multiple printings could be made,
colors freely chosen and artists' papers exploited texture
and their transparency, these being the fidelity and quality
of the gravure.
2. History of Photogravure
The original intention of my research was to uncover the history of
photogravure and its mechanization. From what demands of the culture did
gravure originate and, once born, where did the art of photogravure dis
appear when the mechanization of gravure, rotogravure, appeared on the
scene? These were some of the questions I asked myself. I assumed all
the while that the process of gravure appeared much later in time than
photography itself; I assumed also that photography had already been
discovered and technically perfected. On this premise I began my research.
Surprisingly, I discovered that the invention of photography and gravure
was a simultaneous event. One did not precede the other; rather, through
the limitations of each process, photography and gravure were invented to
supplement each other.
The process of photography has the ability to capture and record a
real-to-life situation in detail so perfect that it far surpasses drawing
and painting. These must be done by hands with great potential for error,
subjective perception and interpretation. But unfortunately this magic
process, photography , yielded only one precious image, the daguerreotype,
and could not be reproduced or shared by vast numbers of people. There
fore, photography could not deal with the demands of knowledge and in
formation that were potentially accessable within its universal visual
language. Mass reproduction became a primary concern.
On the other hand, intaglio printing was for centuries greatly
admired for its rich qualities and beautiful tonal capabilities in art
as well as for reproduction purposes. But by the 1800's there was a great
demand for high quality reproduction that woodcuts and hand-drawn litho
graphs could not supply. As the societies of America and western
Europe were entering the industrial revolution, speed, efficiency of
energy, economy, and quantity became increasingly important.
Mass visual conTnunication of an almost unlimited range of subjects
was made feasible by combining forces of the photographic and photo
mechanical processes. The artist-printmaker was no longer needed to in
terpret scenes with a large margin of freedom to modify according to
individual tastes. Hand techniques were slow and incapable of reproducing
the minute and life-like quality which could be captured through the
ground-glass and photomechanical techniques. The artist-printmaker could
not hope to succeed if the subject matter consisted of an event which
occurred within seconds and demanded a studied and dutiful copy.
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Photomechanical processes were not adopted immediately, however,
and many years passed before they were universally practiced. Between
1813 and 1895 the first experiments of Joseph Nicephore Niepce in photo
mechanical reproduction were begun and the first successful printing
house (The Rembrandt Intaglio Printing Company) was established by Karl
Klic in Landcaster, England. The refinement, perfection, and simpli
fication of methods and the search for better materials were continued.
This eventually culminated in what is today acknowledged as one of the
most beautiful and truthful of photomechanical reproduction processes
photogravure .
Three photomechanical processes were developed: heliogravure,
chemically etched daguerreotypes, and electroplating. All were based
on light-sensitive compounds that paved the road toward what we know
today as photogravure. Each of these techniques offered new advantages
that cancelled out the limitations of the process that preceded it.
Building upon the success of failure of the preceding step, each brought
the perfection of gravure a step closer.
A. The Heliogravure
The heliograph, introduced in 1826 by Joseph Nicephore Niepce, pro
vided a method of photomechanically produced engravings from line drawing
on paper. It was based upon the discovery that bitumen under certain con
ditions is sensitive to light. Upon disolving in oil 'of lavender and
spreading a thin layer of solution on stone, exposing under a drawing
(making the paper transparent by waxing) , and after sufficient exposure ,
oil of lavender was poured on. Those portions of the bitumen which had
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been exposed to the action of light had become insoluble and so remained
while the lines which had been protected by the drawings were disolved
away....By treating the stone with an acid, these lines were bitten or
eroded away and could be printed from. Niepce later employed metal
plates instead of stone. The process stated above is a foundation for
a number of printing processes including gravure.
Although Niepce first began bis experimentation in 1813, the first
example of a photcmechanical plate by him was an intaglio reproduction of
a portrait of Cardinal D'Amboise. He discovered that his process had some
drawbacks, its major failing being the inability to reproduce continuous -
tone images (dibasic requirement for any form of print reproduction) as
well as long contact exposures and metal plates too soft to hold up to
repeated printings.
The heliograph was done completely without the aid of the camera or
any other means by which to mechanically register an image; it was
strictly an experiment to reproduce an image. "When Niepce in 1824
coated a metal plate with solution of asphalt and exposed it to light
under a positive engraving and then developed and etched that portrait of
Cardinal D'Amboise, he had discovered the whole application of photography
and intaglio engraving. "4
B. Chemically Etched Daguerreotypes
The daguerreotype, introduced in 1839, inmediately attracted numerous
experimenters. With varying success, they either converted their photo
graphs (on a silver-coated copper sheet) directly into printing plates or
hand-copied these images onto another sheet of metal to be engraved for
printing .
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Because the daguerreotype was made on metal, several
experimentors thought of converting the daguerreotype
into a printing plate by etching the surface in such a
way that the plate could accept ink. The highlights of
a daguerreotype are formed of mercury amalgam. Acid
attacks pure silver more than the amalgam, thus relief
was secured. The valleys were filled with oil; the high
lights were then built up by electroplating. Only a few
engravings made by this process are known to exist. 5
Daguerre felt that these attempts to reproduce the superior tonal
quality and definition of detail would not ever produce prints with the
full image detail of the daguerreotype. In 1839 Daguerre stated in a
letter to the French Academy of Sciences:6
Today, know that the process has reached greater perfection
and gives a fineness of detail as proved by the magnifying
glass. I am more than ever convinced of the impossibility
of engraving a plate which will produce prints that even
approach the maximum image perfection of this technique.
Technologically speaking, the vast majority of experimentors proved
Daguerre 's prediction true. No one succeeded in rapidly producing directly
from these plates high quality reproductions in mass volume. This failure
contributed to the demise of the daguerreotype process within two decades.
One of the exceptions was the work of H. Louis Fizeau of France, who
etched daguerreotypes by selectively etching the dark tones composed of
mercury while the highlights remained unaffected.
Etched daguerreotypes brought the development of gravure technology
even closer. The daguerreotype image was etched in an acid bath on a metal
plate. More importantly, the image was made in the camera, a continuous -
tone reproduction that had not been accomplished up to that point.
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C. The Development of Modern Gravure Technique
Henry F^x Talbot was not only a major contributor to the basic
principles of contemporary photography and photomechanical reproduction.
He also furthered the ideas of early pioneers (particularly Niepce and
Daguerre) and introduced what is now considered the basic principles of
gravure. Hence, he is looked upon as the original inventor of the process.
He named the process "photogravure" and obtained a letters patent in 1852
and again in 1858. On October 29, 1852, he received a patent for en
graving pictures obtained by photographic processes on steel plates. The
steel plates ware in turn printed from as a means of reproduction.
He covered a metal plate with a thin film of bichromatized gelatin,
exposed this by light under a positive transparency, washed away the hard
ened gelatin, and etched the plate. Very importantly, he laid down a piece
of gauze upon the gelatin plate prior to forming the image and thus intro
duced the principle of the grained plate. This is a basic principle in
photomechanical reproduction as well as a very essential one to the prccess
of gravure. In his patent of 1858 he improved upon this idea by dusting
the gelatin plate with powdered rosin as we still do today. He also took
a mold frcm this plate by electrcdeposit, the principle by which some of
the finest quality photogravures are now made.
Fox Talbot was also noted for the development of the photographic
negative and the technique of using this negative to produce an unlimited
number of photographic paper prints (calotypes) . This concept is also
essential to the photogravure process.
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D. Rotary Gravure
Though photogravure is capable of giving beautiful monochrome prints
which can be compared in quality with good photographic prints, the speed
with which they can be pulled in a copper-plate press is extremely slow.
Large newspaper production presses can print at rates of thousands of im
pressions per hour, while one is lucky to pull a dozen han-proofed gravure
prints in an hour. Plate photogravure may be excellent from the photo-
graper's point of view but does not fill the needs of the general printing
industry. To do so, the process must be greatly accelerated.
Thus, mechanization of gravure made possible rapid rotary gravure.
The printer wrapped the old flat-plate around a metal cylinder and initi
ated a mechanical technique for wiping the plate. Using what is known as
a "doctor blade" (a thin, flat steel blade which moves across the surface
of the cylinder and scrapes off excess ink, leaving only the ink that is
held in the depths of the plate image) , the printer adjusted the needs of
the industry to the needs of society.
Karl Klic is considered the inventor of the rotary gravure process.
He perfected and transferred the flat-plate gravure process to a rotary
cylinder, mechanically wiping at high speeds. Klic also invented and de
signed a printing press which would fill the needs of mechanized gravure.
In 1875 Klic combined Sir Joseph Swan's carbon-transfer process of photo
graphic printing with Henry Fox Talbot's grain-and-mordant process. The
result was as fine a gravure as is produced today. The carbon transfer
patented in 1864 in England by Swan was based upon the discovery that a
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gelatin bichromate mixture became insoluble in water when exposed to
light. Klic established the first rotary gravure company, the Rembrandt
Intaglio Printing Company, founded in 1884 . For years he produced rotary
gravure prints of superior quality art reproductions. A peculiar thing
about Klic is that he never patented any of his inventions, preferring to
keep them secret. It is, therefore, difficult to document and date his
experiments.
The essential difference between rotary and ordinary gravure,
printed from flat beds, is this: the photogravure on the cylinder
must be engraved in such a manner that the deepest shadows will
have continuous bearings for the metal wiper, or doctor blade,
and that the ink holding cavities on the cylinder be in the form
of cells surrounded by thin walls of the metal cylinder. '
The most successful way of accomplishing this was worked out by Klic and
used by his printing company from the time of the late 1890 's.
Another method of rotary gravure is to etch on the cylinder in half
tone intaglio rather than in relief, taking care that at least single
lines on the metal cylinder remain even in the deepest shadows to act as
bearers for the blade. Under a microscope, the screen lines in a photo
gravure print reveal which of the two processes was used.
.... the screen lines on the cylinder besides producing the nec-
cessary cell walls, act as bearers for the doctor and prevent
the roll from weaving as soon as would be expected with long
editions. In fact, they are what make rotary gravure printing
possible .
E. Historical Summary
The rotary gravure press made the hand-pulled gravure process ex
pensive and eventually obsolete for illustration and reproduction. The
process also lost place to more direct and easily manipulated printing
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techniques. The hand-pulled gravure print did not endure because of a
deficiency in the quality of the image, but it became less desirable be
cause of the demands made by the printing industry for mass reproduction
and increased mechanization of all phases of the industry.
The remarkable thing about the gravure process is that the methods
that the pioneers of the process used have not been greatly improved upon
and remain relatively unchanged. The history of gravure in the preceding
pages is a mere sketch of the personal involvement and minute discoveries
that slowly laid the groundwork for the process of gravure around the world.
Having personally experienced the flat-bed gravure process from
beginning to end, I must admit that it is not the easiest process available.
It is very time consuming, and attention must be paid to every detail along
the way. Gravure is still unsurpassed, though, for its beautiful and
truthful rendering of an image. For that reason, it will continue to be
handed down and endure through time, even if the vast printing industry
has no use for the process. Then the artist/printmaker/photographer , the
original inventor of gravure, will continue to apply its advantages with
experimentation and imagination.
Yet from the time of Daguerre and Fox Talbot in the 1840 's,
to the first decades of the twentieth century, the message of
photography, the art of photographers and the arts which only
photography could accurately reproduce, all eluded efforts to
find a way to transmit them to the public in a compatible format.
Simultaneously with words that were transformed into metal type
for printing in books , periodicals , and newspapers a suc
cession of processes the mounted print, the collotype, photo
gravure, the woodburytype, the Moss process, the Ives process,
were all devoted to the transmission of photography. For it was
discovered that while photography seemed the ultimate in the
mechanization of visual information, it could not be easily
mechanized. This despite the fact that the photograph represented
the successful mechanization of a human drive towards mass com
munication of visual information which the graphic arts pursued
since the fifteenth century and which the recording aspects of all
visual arts have pursued from the beginning of history.9
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3. Step-By-Step Description of Gravure Process
A. Making the Positive:
1) First and foremost, try to always start with a good, properly ex
posed and processed negative. A poor negative can only be compen
sated for to a limited extent and will yield a poor gravure.
2) Try to cut down the number of variables. Develop a system structure
for each step of the process.
3) The characteristics of a good positive should be mastered:
a)Make a reversed transparency of a negative (see Denison, p. 21) .
When the positive with its "flopped" image 'is printed emulsion dcwn
on the tissue, the image will be seen in its correct right-left
relationship.
b)Production of a transparency is to preserve as closely as possible
the exact scale of gradation which one obtains in the negative.
c)The size of the film positive will dictate the size of the final
gravure print. Positives whould be made at least
1/8" to 1/4"
smaller than the intended size of the plate.
d)Positives whould be within a density range of .50 in the highlight
areas and 1.5 in the detailed shadow areas.
4) Helpful Flints:
a) If you find exposure times too fast, even with the enlarger at f/16,
use neutral density filters to cut the time by one half.
b)First find exposure times; then begin to adjust development.
c)Always expose for the highlights and develop for the shadows.
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B. Masking the Positive; Preparing and Graining the Plate
1) Mask the Positive. In order for the gravure tissue to adhere to
the copper plate, a safe-edge is needed around the entire border of
the positive to prevent the edge of the tissue from lifting off,
"frilling,"
or creating an undesirable edge during development.
A safe-edge means a border that does not transmit light. There
is a variety of masking material which is available at graphic arts
supply houses. The cheapest and most common material is an orange
colored paper called "golden rod. "
Working over a light table is generally best. Cut out a window
the exact size of the image, leaving 1/4" to 1/2" border all the way
around the image. The finished print is the exact size of the masked
image. Tape the positive to the mask (frosted Scotch tape vrorks best)
so that the emulsion side of the film will be away frem the masking
material.
Any retouching should be done at this time: spot out dust, pinholes,
and other assorted lovelies. (See Denison, p. 31)
2) Prepare the Copper Plate. Once you have masked your positives, you
have effectively determined your plate size. So if the image size
is 4"x5", make the plate size
5"x6" in order to leave a 1/2" safe
edge all around the image. The gravure tissue will then be cut to
5"x6", the same size as the plate.
First, polish the plate with a good copper polish paste to re
move any fingerprints, tarnish or coating. Then buff it down with
a soft cotton rag and remove any excess polish with solvent.
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2) Prepare the Copper Plate (cont.) .
Once the plate is polished, it is then degreased. This is ac
complished by rinsing in a solution of about 10% regular household
ammonia in distilled water. The plate is salted with "whiting"
(substitute baby powder to avoid health hazards of whiting) .
Working quickly (choke, gag) , the whiting and ammonia are worked into
a thin paste covering the entire plate, including all edges and
corners. Evenly scrub the surface; then flood thoroughly with a
strong stream of water. If any streaks have appeared, repeat the
process. When rinsing is completed, flood the surface of the plate
with distilled water to prevent water spots; then dry evenly with
compressed air before allowing to stand and dry in a rack. Handle
the plate by the edges only, since fingertips will tarnish the plate.
The plate is fully degreased if water does not bead up on the sur
face, but creates a thin continuous flow of water across the surface.
The ammonia is the degreaser; the talc acts as a mild abrasive.
Grain the plate next. This is also known as aquatinting or dust
ing the plate. The grain of the plate is achieved by laying a very
fine pattern of dust on the plate which becomes broken into tiny
islands of bare copper. This metal will be etched out and will
hold ink below the surface of the plate while it is being wiped.
The material used for dusting is asphaltum. The ideal covering is
50%; i.e.,if the plate were to be viewed through a magnifier after
after graining, the distance between each particle would be equal
to the size of the particle. In other words, there is as much cop
per showing as the area that is covered. An over-dusted plate will
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2) Prepare the Copper Plate (cont.) .
produce a light print, and an under-dusted plate will produce a
dark print. (If you wish to use a mechanical dot screen, see
Samuel Rothberg, Photogravure Handbook. ) If for some reason the
asphaltum must be removed once it has been heated en the plate,
"erase" the plate with a solvent and degrease before graining again.
3) Steps for operating the Graining Box:
a) Pull out plastic on floor under the box to protect floor; pull
plastic curtain to protect work area.
b)Plug in hot plate.
c)Open drawer of graining box and remove box of calcium chloride
crystals. Add two teaspoons of asphaltum to replenish before each
graining session.
d) Replace drawer and leave out the piece of cardboard and crystals.
Clamp shut.
e) Remove the arm holding the box in place and tumble approximately
six times.
f)Replace arm to hold box upright, open drawer and place cardboard
inside. Close dravjer but do not slam shut.
g)Set timer and allow particles to settle for 30 seconds.
h)After 30 seconds open drawer and place copper plate in the middle
of the cardboard. Close drawer as smoothly and quickly as possible.
i)Set timer for 3 minutes.
j)After 3 minutes open drawer and very carefully remove plate.
k)Carefully examin the surface of the plate and remove any large
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3) Graining Box (cont.).
k)cont.
foreign particles. Take special care not to breathe on the plate
or disturb the particles in any way.
1) Place the plate on the heated hot plate and fire until the plate
begins to smoke.
m) Remove with a spatula and allow to cool.
n) Repeat graining as often as needed to achieve the 50% covering of
asphaltum described above.
o)When finished, unplug hot plate, replace calcium chloride chrystals
and cardboard, close drawer tightly. Replace plastic floor cover
and tie back curtains.
p)Clean up area and sweep floor.
q) CAUTION : Asphaltum is hazardous for your lungs. Wear a mask.
r)As with many things in the gravure process, there are many variables
to be taken into consideration. The times above are guide
lines and are to be adjusted as the situation calls for. Don't be
afraid to experiment; there are no hard and fast rules.
C. Sensitizing and Exposing the Gravure Plate
1) Mix the sensitizing solution (usually mixed the night before you plan
to make the tissue in order to insure freshness of solution) .
a)Make fresh solution each time.
b)Add 35 grams potassium dishromate to 1000 cc. distilled water
at 100 F. or 125 grams potassium dichromate to one gallon dis
tilled water. Add cool distilled water to bring to desired amount.
c)Ccol solution to less than
60
F. before attempting to use.
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C. Sensitizing and Exposing Gravure Plate (Cent.)
2) Sensitize gravure tissue (gelatin) . Prepare area and precede as follows;
a) Safe light: 60-100 watt yellow bug light.
b)Non-metallic tray large enough to accommodate the largest piece
of tissue to be sensitized.
c) Sheet of plexiglass at least 1/4" thick which has been thoroughly
cleaned, degreased, rinsed with distilled water, and set up next
to the tray.
d) Timer (3-1/2 minutes)
e)Soft non-metallic brush in glass of distilled water (badger brush
works well) .
f) Paper towels
g)Rubber gloves (CAUTION:All bichromates can cause uncomfortable rash)
h) Thermometer
i) Squeegee (Kodak Dye Transfer roller works great)
j)A light-tight drying area in which you can control temperature and
humidity (humidity should be at least 40%; the higher the humidity,
the flatter the tissue will dryi .
k)A vaporizer if room conditions are too dry.
3) Exposure and development of gravure gelatin. Exposure by whatever
light system is conveniently available: arc-light, sun lamp, or
500 watt photo-flood suspended in a reflector 18" from plate to
bottom of bulb.
a) Place positive, emulsion side down, in contact with gelatin,
sensitized side up. Place this sandwich in a contact frame with
a fan to cool the glass during long exposure. Center frame under
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3) a) cont.
exposure unit and expose according to density range. Standard
exposure: 5 minutes with .5-1.5 density range. A step-wedge test
plate should be made if standard time has not been established for
exposure system.
b) Place grained copper plate in a tray of cool distilled water,
grained side up. Brush away any air bubbles and. debris frcm the
surface of the plate.
c) Remove the exposed gelatin from the frame and immerse it gelatin
side up in tray with copper plate. Between 30-60 seconds the tissue
will begin to soak up water and flatten out. At this time quickly
turn tissue gelatin side down to face plate. Grasping corner of
tissue and corner of plate with thumbs and forefingers, swiftly
lift the two from the tray and lay on plexiglass next to tray.
Then squeegee gelatin and plate together. (This is very similar
to squeegeeing wet tissue to plexiglass.) A piece of paper towel
under the copper plate prevents it from sliding around on the plexi
glass.
d)Let plate stand 15 minutes. During this time carefully dry back
of plate with paper towel and attach duct tape handles on plate.
e)While waiting, bring water temperature in tray to
110 F.
f)Holding plate over tray of water, quickly brush paper backing of
tissue completely with 75% denatured alcohol.
g)Holding tape handles, submerge plate in tray of hot water. Agitate
briskly until paper backing begins to come off or
"wave" in the
water. Grasp corner of paper and gently strip paper backing frcm
plate.
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3) Exposure and development (cont.)
h) Continue developing out plate, bringing water temperature up to
115 F. until there is no unexposed gelatin left on the plate
(10 to 20 minutes) .
i)When development is complete, immerse plate in a tray of cold
distilled water for 3 minutes. This will chill the gelatin image.
Then place the plate into a tray of 75% denatured alcohol for 5
minutes. This will replace the water in the gelatin and facilitate
faster and smoother drying.
j) Remove plate, drain, and let stand in same room in which it will be
etched for at least 2 hours. Again, high humidity should be main
tained for the duration of the drying time.
D. Etching the Plate
This is the most difficult step to describe in writing because it
must be done strictly by visual inspection and therefore will contain
variables that can only be learned by experience.
The chemical solution for etching the plate is ferrichloride. It is
a relatively safe acid, compared with other acids used in etching, and can
be purchased in either liquid or crystal form. I have only used the liquid
form, and I would strongly recommend its use. The solution that I pur
chased was measured at 42 Baume, a measure of the density of the liquid
when measured with a hydrometer. To etch the gravure plate it is desirable
to start with a dense etching bath (42) , and move more progressively to
more dilute acid baths (40B., 38B., 36B.). Before etching, take time to
stop out the edges of the plate and any other imperfections that should not
be etched, check tape handles.
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D. Etching the Plate (Cent.)
1) I have used the multiple-bath etching process, but a single-bath
etching is described in Samuel Rothberg's Photogravure Manual.
Note the temperature of the 42 B. bath, the first bath used to
etch the shadows of the image. Immerse the plate in the acid face
up, holding it by the tape handles. When the first deep shadow has
begun to etch and the time has been noted, the plate can be care
fully turned upside down in the bath to enable it to etch more
cleanly. Etching times vary from person to person, but generally
the plate is in the first bath from 3-6 minutes.
2) Move the plate to the next bath (40 B.) to etch for the mid-tones.
Watch for the mid-tones to etch in. The time in this bath will
vary between 5-10 minutes. Watch etching precede up the tonal scale
and when the etching appears to slow down, move to the final bath.
3) The last bath (36 B.) is the etching for highlights and you must
watch the time very carefully and make a note when the detailed high
lights begin to etch. When the highlights begin to etch, make a note
of the total etching time up to that point and continue etching for
another 20% of that total time.
4) When etching is complete, quickly immerse the plate under a stream
of hot running water and gently scrub off the gelatin resist. Re
move the tape handles and dry the plate.
5) Clean the plate with a soft rag and solvent to remove the asphaltum
grain. When thoroughly removed, polish the plate with a good copper
polish like Putz Pomade made by Graphic Chemical.
6) Pull a proof on the etching press and inspect the results.
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4. Some Technical Problems and Potential Causes
Defect
A. Attempting to strip
tissue, the gelatin
print comes away from
copper.
B. While stripping,
paper adheres to the
highlights .
C. Print washes or
frills at the edge.
D. Blisters.
E. Small air bubbles.
F. Transparent spots or
pinholes .
G. Plate is fogged.
Remedy
Check temperature of
water and allow print
to soak longer.
Cause
Insoluble tissue,
over-exposure ,
water too cool,
stripped too early.
Overexposure .
Positive too contrasty.
Water too cool.
Lack of proper safe-edge.
Print soaked too long in transfer
(the adhering step) .
Tissue soaked too long in adhering.
Squeegee too heavily applied.
Soaked too long in hot water before
stripping .
In damp or cold weather,
allow longer time between
adhering and developing.
Air between tissue and Use distilled water.
copper from poor adhering
Air in water.
Air in sensitizing.
If large, probably due to air bubbles
adhering to tissue in sensitizing.
Dust or spot on positive.
Coarse particles in pigment.
Stale or damp tissue.
Accidental exposure to light.
H. Print is too thick. Overexposure .
Stale tissue.
Store sensitive tissue
in air-tight container.
Raise temperature of
water.
I. Shadows lack detail
and have an over-all
iridescent quality
when dry.
Underexposure .
Water too hot.
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Defect
J. Resist too contrasty.
K. Flat resist.
L. Screen line weak.
M. Mottled appearance
before drying.
N. Mottled or uneven
appearance after
drying.
0. Reticulation.
P. Grainy appearance
after drying.
Cause
Unsuitable positive.
Remedy
Unsuitable positive.
Strong sensitizing bath.
Tissue overheated during exposure.
Screen underexposed,
or lack of pressure in printing.
Improper pressure during Tissue can be
exposure. "conditioned" before
Tissue too dry. exposure by holding
over steam or boiling
water.
Drying with inferior alcohol
or in a cold atmosphere.
Uneven drying.
Strong sensitizing bath.
Tissue dried at high temperature.
Transfer water too warm.
Drying with alcohol in a warm
atmosphere .
The following are some of the principal problems in etching the plate
that I can list from my own experience and that of both Cartwright and
Rothberg.
Problem Cause
A. Shallow etch: weak or light print. All tones weak due to short etch
time or exhausted baths.
Thick resist from overexposure.
If shadows only are weak, time in
first bath too short.
Plate over-grained.
Underexposed resist.
Overdeveloped resist.
First bath weak.
Positive too contrasty.
B. Loss of detail in shadows.
C. White spots.
D. Black spots.
Hole in positive.
Bubbles or dust between copper and
erelatin.
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Problem Cause
E. Uneven etching, occurs as weak
patches on middle or light
tones adjoining heavy shadows.
F. Mottled etch.
Development not complete.
Uneven drying.
Exhausted baths.
Tissue too dry and not ccming in
good contact during exposure.
G. "Sun spots,"a circular mark Dust in between tissue and positive
having a dark center surrounded during exposure.
by a light halo.
H. Rapid penetration of etch.
I. Etch too deep and then a
dark print.
J. Foulbite or tones reversed
in shadows.
Resist not dried completely.
Underexposed resist.
Bath too watery.
Bath temperature too high.
Bath not rid of free acid.
Etch and resist normal, could be
free acid in bath.
Plate undergrained.
Etching time too long.
Free acid;
Temperature of etch too high.
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V. JOURNALS AND AESTHETICS
I have always believed that a large part of the beauty of a
picture arises from the struggle which an artist wages with
his limited medium.9
Matisse
1. Personal Attitudes about Portraiture
The portraits that comprise my thesis are all of people I know.
Seme are old friends, some new; some are my family. It is an important
consideration for me that I know them well, care about them, have feelings
for them, and in seme way or other have an emotional involvement with them.
Sometimes the attachments to these people are not always clear, but I
feel that I am taking what is freely given as well as reciprocating and
responding to what is offered.
I believe, however, that the essential expression of a work
depends almost entirely on the projection of the feeling of
the artist in relation to his model rather than the organic
accuracy of the model.
I have a tendency to over-idealize people. Watching and listening as
they talk, I think them beautiful. At times this has caused severe criticism
frcm viewers of my photographs. The portraits become, for seme, un
believable or superficial because of their beauty. This has never been a
problem for me because my work is a sincere and honest response to what I
see before me. Realizing that the limitations of the camera are real;
nevertheless, the energy of the person and the moment combined must be
arrested. And that, if even for the briefest moment; I become aware and
make that person aware at a particular moment, even if they have been un
aware of what makes them for me so very resplendent.
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I like to make portraits of these people and show them how amazing
they are. This is my particular vision. I remember the first time I
made a portrait of someone I didn't know very veil. He was a friend of
a friend, and I thought he was very interesting and unusual. At the
arranged tine I went over to his house and we sat and talked for awhile.
I began to photograph and gradually I forgot my discomfort and became
very absorbed and intent on working. "Sit over here or in that spot
of
light,"
and amazingly enough, he would. The light began to fade
and he started to become less extraordinary. Finally we stopped. I
felt like I wanted to run as he walked me to the door. I thought I had
taken something very precious from him without giving anything in return.
I remember that awkwardness of the departure that day; I have never
forgotten it. I recall the feeling from time to time on my way home
from making portraits, even though it happened a long time ago. I have
never like those pictures much either. I have never even printed them.
I believe that the person I am photographing should feel comfortable.
There is something to be said for tension; it is as creative a force as
contentedness , but I tend to avoid tension with people. I use this
feeling in my self-portraits, knowing why it is there and where it is
coming from. But when I feel it with other people, it tends to be a
curtain, an obstacle that needs to be discussed and removed.
I try not to go to a portrait session with the intention of producing
masterpieces. The portraits I make are very interpretative, and for that
reason I find it increasingly important to photograph in the person's own
environment. What becomes equally important are the objects that they
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place around themselves in their environment. How is a person not
photographed like an object? I don't know. Sometimes I suspect that
what I am doing is taking away a particular personality and replacing it
or fitting it into what I think or feel about that person, a form of
labeling or categorizing.
When I was deciding on the direction I wanted my thesis to go,
I sat down and looked at all the portraits I had ever made. I examined
them for their formal qualities, the tendency to photograph horizontally
or vertically, the construction of the frame, diagonal or central point
of interest. Was my work structurally sound, symmetrical or asymmetrical?
Did I photograph in strong light or soft? As I asked myself these
questions (as I have continued to do throughout my thesis) , my concerns
became evident. But more surprising to me was the importance that objects
played in the photographs. If there was not a physical object in t_he
picture, then part of the person became an object.
I noted the definition of the word "object" in the American Heritage
Dictionary:11
1. anything perceptible by one or more of the senses, especially
something that can be seen and felt; a material thing.
2. a person or thing serving as the focus of attention, curiosity,
or discussion, feeling, thought or action.
It is the focus of attention that makes something an object perhaps. But
by focusing attention on a person, forcing him to become an object, dees
not necessarily make the vision objective. If anything, it makes it very
subjective. In some ways it is like putting blinders on a horse. By
focusing on a particular place, thing, space, hand, etc., one overemphasizes
its accepted meaning, pulls it out of context, and creates an unreality in
a real environment and with a very real person.
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Perhaps this is what people mean when they say that my photographs
have an unreal quality of fantasy about them, a quality that is almost sur
real. I do not try to create this illusion, and I was very naively
surprised when my photographs were criticized as such. It is not my in-
tention to create fantasies or fairy tales about people. If I do focus
or exaggerate a particular thing, it is what has drawn my attention and
curiosity. This is a primary motive for what is included in the frame
of the photograph.
In varying degrees, I have that I am able to express my love, like,
admiration and respect, and envy of particular people. I have placed my
self in the midst of them. I function on a very intuitive level, arid 'it
is only after many, many hours of reflection and looking at the work
that these thoughts can be expressed.
The conclusion of all this is: The art of portraiture is one
of the most remarkable. It demands special gifts of the artist
and the possibility of an almost total identification of the
painter with the model. The painter should come to his model
with no preconceived ideas. Everything should come to him in
the same way that in a landscape all the scents of the country
side come to him, the smell of the earth, the flowers linked
with the play of the clouds, the movement of the trees and the
different sounds of the countryside.12
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2. Technology vs. Aesthetics
Is gravure essentially a reproductive medium or a direct medium,
or both? If a photomechanical process can serve both aesthetic qualities
and technological demands, how does one define the difference? Certain
characteristics lend themselves to the gravure process. The softness of
light through a window falling on.a face or hand, the expanded tonal
reproduction capabilities, rich velvet blacks, detailed shadows, and
luminous highlights exceeding what can be rendered in black and white
silver papers. The plate mark, embossed from the pressure of the press
when the plate and a piece of dampened thick print paper are pressed
together, is certainly distinctive. The dimensionality of ink as well
as the possibility of choosing color, not sitting on the surface of the
paper reflecting back but ground down into the very fibers of the paper
is an important quality.
Photogravure , for me, is a direct medium for these many qualities,
just as the printing of a positive from a negative in a darkroom is said
to be direct. I would not say that I mecahnically reproduce my images,
but rather through the necessary steps I create a unique image and a new
context in which the images are perceived.
Each true medium of artistic expression from oil painting
to silver print, from wood engraving to mezzotint must have
its own particular virtue. Thus when an artist wishes to
depict a subject he chooses a medium that will enable him to
express himself to the best advantage.13
What is often not realized is that even the most magnificent process
can produce or reproduce graphic garbage. A graphic medium is only as
worthy as its content. Gravure offered snob appeal as much in
Stieglitz's
day as it amazingly enough still does today. Why the mysticism and all
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the reverence? It continues to be the medium of choice when the greatest
fidelity to an original photograph is desired, when economy of time,
material and money are of no concern (consequence) , and when the image
is created for the process.
3. Methods of Working
Sometimes I . have struggled openly with the limitations of photo
graphy and the process of gravure, with the slowness of results, with
technical failure and my own impatience. But these restraints create
a structure, at best, within which to channel my thoughts; and, at worst,
they would cause me to rebel and out of stubborness to push against and
onward to a new approach, an innovative idea. I have constantly tried to
maintain in my work a spontanaeity and level of energy in spite of what I
have considered at times a very rigid framework. I have come to find
that only to be, once I have surpassed it, my own thinking and narrowing
of vision.
I generally found myself dividing my time at work in the following
activities :
A. Response to the inclination and desire to do a portrait with
someone.
B. Darkroom sessions of processing film, making contact sheets,
and occasionally making silver proof prints.
C. Studying and reflecting about the images on the contact sheets.
Occasionally an image would sit in my head for months until I wrestled with
it to seme kind of conclusion. Other times it was simply and immediately
clear, "This is what I am going to
do."
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D. Darkroom sessions in which I made positives for plates.
This, only after sketches of plates had been made which were constantly
subject to change as I went along. This is where the whole image came
together. It is a very creative time as well as a frustrating one due
to the limitations of photographic materials.
E. All dark room work completed, I work at a light table pains
takingly assembling, cutting, and stripping up the positives. This can go
on for hours, even days, and sometimes means having to go back to the dark
room if my positives are not made to the right specifications of size and
density.
F. The following days are spent making the plates. It takes two
days to sensitize, expose, develop, and etch the plates.
G. I immediately pull proof prints from the finished plates.
The suspense is terrffic. I might then cut or draw on the proofs if I
am so inclined.
I continually had to remind myself not to take myself too seriously,
to loosen up and to maintain my sense of humor. My thesis board kept
reminding me of things I knew but insisted upon forgetting. They re
minded me not to be afraid of simplicity, not to try to fill all the
spaces, that every image need not be equally intense. I likened my work
to music and its different movements and variations on a theme. I tried
not to lose my sense of playfulness with my materials. I attempted to keep
an open mind and not to pre-visualize entirely, to allow room for mistakes
which proved to be very valuable.
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I made a conscious effort that with each plate I would try something
new. This was generally achieved by making a series of four plates, then
analysing what worked and what didn't. Then I took the best feature and
tried to push it one step further on a new plate. An example of this oc
curred in the piece "Jill w/fan. " The plate started to look like the ac
companying illustration, following a
structure in the photograph in which
^o)l \ IZZI ZZU&w the outside circles were fans and the
><C \ inside circles were faces and feathers.
I -?.-) >^4 i But as I worked, I began to simplify,
\ 1 ^^^ \^ \ using the border image of fans alone.
^ ^^ K2Jy This allowed the direction of the fan
to create the tension directing the eye
to various parts of the picture. Then
I realized that the eye naturally com-
-
~ pleted the fourth corner without the
necessity of actually placing the fourth
fan in the corner. I also realized,
upon completeion of the plate, that a
strong quality was the fact that it was
->\ asymetrical. I went on to further
de-
i&^j_. ?'V ._. . velop this idea on the plate "Carol w/
Butterflies and
Angel."
Certain skills had to be developed in order to produce quality images.
The most important skills were patience and persistence. I had to
learn
how to cut and splice the positives together without distracting white
V.-'
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lines. Plates had to be cut exactly, tissue had to be measured precisely
to fit the plate. Haphazard working methods just would not do. Densities
had to be exact, and positives had to fit together. I constantly had to
demand better performance frcm my materials. I had to deal with frequent
failure and waste of precious copper and materials. I struggled against
the preciseness and preciousness of the process, aware that it was in seme
way against my free, intuitive, and spontaneous nature. But slowly a
bargain was struck with the discipline of the process: I took the time to
do it right in the hope that I wouldn't fail.
4. Artistic Influences
I vividly recall as a high school student wandering through Georgia
O'Keefe's major retrospective at the Art Institute of Chicago. I drifted
past one enormous canvas that seemed to fill the length of the room with
blue sky and floating white clouds. I saw cows' skulls and crosses, bones,
shells, and desert landscapes, beautiful forms and colors. But the most
memorable painting was a seemingly insignificant one. I recall a paint
ing of a large tree on a starry night from the vantage point standing at
the trunk looking up through the wide-reaching , finger-like branches. I
marvelled. How could a painting, a two-dimensional surface, a piece of
canvas, make me feel the wonderment of that particular evening, the ex
panse of the night sky and the quality of the air on a clear night? A
revelation: Through this painting that has remained one of my favorites,
Georgia O'Keefe touched something in me.
Therefore, it seemed very appropriate that I turn to O'Keefe's work
as I did my thesis. It is her use of objects that I draw upon, her use
of personal symbols that reappear over and over again in her work: shells,
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flowers, bones floating in space, abstractions that direct the viewer
along the petal of a flover as if it were an expansive desert landscape.
In her ability to re-arrange and transform space, she shows me how she
looks at a flover in a new way. I appreciate her sense of beauty, color,
form. I learn as I read her words as she reflects, and I look at her
paintings as she dreams:
I have picked flowers where I found them have picked up sea
shells and rocks and pieces of wood that I have liked. .. .When
I found the beautiful white bones on the desert, I picked them
up and took them heme, too. . . .1 have used these things to say
what is to me the wideness and wonder of the world as I live
in it.14
Another important influence in my work is the art of Henri Matisse.
He was an extraordinary man. Throughout his life as an artist he pro
duced work that always seemed to reflect his vision with child-like eyes.
He seemed to view things always as if for the first time. He was an opti
mist and a positive thinker, and he never seemed to lose his disarming
simplicity and straight-forwardness , or his absolute belief in himself and
in his work. I draw upon his use of decorative objects in his painting
and the positive energy with which he pursued his work. He speaks of this
effort in these words:
The first step towards creation is to see everything as it
really is, and that demands a constant effort. To create is
to express what we have within ourselves. Every creative
effort comes from within.
In another passage he elaborates on his rapport with the world in which
he finds himself:
One must know how to maintain childhood's freshness upon
contact with objects, to preserve its naivety. One must be
a child all one
'
s life even while a man , take one
'
s strength
from the existence of objects.16
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5. Analysis of Gravure Plates
The following are brief summaries of the development of each plate
in my thesis. These were written the day after my thesis show was hung
on the walls at Light Impressions Gallery. With a sigh of relief and a
feeling of great luxury I spent the day writing and reflecting as I looked
at the work en the walls and observed people coming and going to view the
work. It is at this point that I attempted to respond to the work, the
good points and bad, the successes and failures, what worked and for what
reasons. I evaluated the formal qualities as veil as the emotional ones.
The titles are simply descriptive ones that I use to identify and
catalogue the plates. They are not meant to be literal statements. They
are listed in the order that they appeared in the exhibition space.
A. Self-Portrait w/Palms: 8-1/2 x 10-1/2.
This is perhaps the most daring plate in the show and yet the most un
resolved. There is nothing that preceded or succeeded it in my approach
of photography and drawing. The photograph is calm and direct, serenely
confronting the camera with a playfulness portrayed by the slightest hint
of a smile. The frenzied and forceful quality of the lines in the palm
trees and water create a tension that generates a visual as well as
emotional quality of direct contradiction in the piece. The blackness
and boldness of the drawn image in contrast to the fineness and tonal
rendering of the photographic image helps to create this sense of contra
diction.
I did the drawing out of a sense of frustration and impatience with
the slowness of the process which makes it difficult to feel spontaneous
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about any image. Drawing directly on the image was the most direct way
I could communicate my rebellion. I wished I were back in California and
my first thoughts vere of the palm trees and the ocean. The use of ex
tended borders is very strom in Persian painting. This plate was made
twice. The first time it was under-etched and the mid-tones dropped out
to exaggerate the contrast.
B. Greg w/Palms in Cave: 10 x 12.
What else can I say except that they are photographed plastic toy models
of palm trees that I bought in a store? The border image went through a
number of stages before finally I resolved the plate by applying an aqua
tint with spray paint. The effect would be very coarse and grainy, like
the texture of sand etched to a light gray. The thin black, repeating
line encloses the image and contains it. It also reinforces the black
border around the entire plate and helps to pull it together.
C. Jim and Molly w/Sheep's Skulls: 11-1/2 x 12
This was for me one of the harder images to do. I felt very heavily a
direct responsibility to the people in the photograph. This was one of
my first portraits done for my thesis and one of the last plates made.
I kept fighting against my feelings. I didn't want to be negative and
I wondered what they would think when I showed them the print. I felt
almost apologetic for putting skulls .around the image. I tried different
images and proscrastinated about it, knowing what I felt but not wanting
to do it. In the end, I went by my feelings and hoped the image would
not be misunderstood. It is a very personal image and an honest response,
but unfortunately not very optimistic. I liken it to a death mask.
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This particular print relies significantly on the different densities
of the skull images to move the viewer in and out, along and around the
image. I wanted to create movement in a disquieting still photograph.
D. Lee Toughing Fern: 7-1/2 x 9-1/2.
These two plates of Lee are a good example of an extended portrait.
They are very similar in seme ways to the point of being redundant . The
emotional qualities connected with aggressiveness and sensuality bring the
comparison to an abrupt end.
E. Lee on Sofa w/Fern: 7-3/ 4 x 9-1/2.
Very quiet and fantasy-like, a child in a dream with the featheriness
of hair and fern becoming indistinguishable. The border images are the
same but it is the differences of the emotional qualities of the photo
graphs that make them appear different.
F. Jill w/Feather; G. Jill w/Flowers; H. Jill w/Fan.
I think that the first in this series of three is the most graphic print
of my thesis. The feather is, for Jill, a personal symbol, one which she
surrounds herself with in her home. It is not an assigned symbol thrust
upon her, but a very natural one. Again I use the extended border to
relate totally different levels and hold together the image by the glori
fication of an object. It is also the only portrait of the three that is
full frontal of Jill's face. But even more significant than the object
is the importance of body gesture, and this is where the three pieces
draw their strength and where the border images also derive their tension
and rhythm.
I. Self-Portrait w/Morning Glories.
I grew the morning glories from seeds in the spring time and in the summer
transferred them to the window boxes. I tied strings so they could climb
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up to the balcony. I enjoyed the feeling of the sun on my face and the
summer smells, imagining myself like the flovers that opened every day
to welcome the summer sun. This plate was the last one I made and is
the culmination of the many different ways that I experimented in my
thesis with the idea of an image within an image.
J. Carol w/Calla Lillies.
The photograph is a very classic, timeless portrait and the calla lillies
are as pure in color and beautiful in form as the photograph. I knew im
mediately that I would use the two together. The tonalties are the same.
This was the first plate that I worked with in an attempt to transfer the
transparency of the film to the plate itself. I also tried shaping the
plate by hand with a jeweler's saw. What a painstaking labor that was.
I ruined the first plate when a blade broke and the saw slid across the
surface of the plate. I learned to always cover a plate with cloth before
cutting into it. The surfaces are very delicate and extremely susceptible
to scratches that will hold ink and print out. A technical note related
to this plate: When using film overlayed on film, increased exposure is
needed for the sensitized gelatin. Since dichromate is a light-hardening
solution, without more exposure the gelatin will not expose thick enough.
The result will be an etch that is too deep and, therefore, a print that
is too dark and will lose the transparent effect.
K. Jane on Carpet.
I still do not consider this image to be resolved. Here the experimenta
tion was perhaps more valuable than the final image.
L. Jane w/Cat in Chair.
Looks like she is sitting under a thundercloud. Knowing her, though,
every cloud has a silver lining.
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M. Loanne in Garden w/Liens.
With this plate I took what I had learned from plate #J about the
transparent qualities of film and how to translate it to the plate.
I moved this one step further with the intention of extending the
space by using layering of film positive over positive. Where does
the idea of an image with a border and main image stop and the idea
oa composite photograph begin? Is it important to distinguish between
the two? It was much better to ink up the plate in stiff, intense
black because the plate needs the contrast that can be added by dense
ink.
N. Carol with Butterflies.
This is the gravurist's gravure. It is technically perfect, aesthetically
pictorial, and printed German albanine tissue. Stieglitz would have
approved.
0. Carol w/Butterflies and Angel.
This is the image I chose to be on my exhibition announcement because the
print signified a turning point for me in my thesis. I remember as I
pulled the first proof from the plate the jolt I received when I turned
it over and looked. I was surprised by its emotional impact and strength.
For the first time I caught a glimpse of all the possibilities before me
and made me want to work all the harder.
P. Stephanie w/Coral Fan.
The closer my relationship to the person in the portrait, the harder it
is to work with the image. I still cannot distance myself enough from this
piece to really see it as it is. It is neither good nor bad, it is.
There is a photogram quality to the image that I appreciate.
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Q; R; S; T; U. Fan Series.
The five plates that make up the fan series are my initial attempt at
composite images and breaking away frcm the restraints of the rectangle.
Sometimes I feel the pieces are very timid. At other times I think I
broke more ground in the fan series than in other prints. This is not
an entirely fair appraisal, however; the images were my beginnings in
an entirely new personal direction. The series, as a result, shows signs
of natural growing pains.
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VI. CONCLUSION
It is hard to believe as I look at the twenty-one prints that
comprise my thesis that these are things that I created. It surprises
me. I like the work. I am proud of it. I feel it is honest and that
the only compromises made were not emotional ones but strictly material
ones made in order to adjust to the confines of photography and print-
making. There were so many failures for each success displayed.
It was gratifying to realize that my first plates in the thesis
were the weakest, not only technically but aesthetically; and the last
plates were the best. They had the most integrity and unity and were
technically the most refined.
This is as it should be.
I am happy to say that my work has not ended here but that I have
continued on, applying the valuable lessons that were discovered here
and have continued to expand.
If asked would I do it again, I would reply with a loud, unhesitating
"Yes." My work testifies to the richness and fullness of my experience.
A flower is relatively small. Everyone has many associations
with a flower the idea of flowers. You put out your hand to
touch the flower lean forward to smell it maybe touch it with
your lips almost without iuhking or give it to someone to
please them. Still in a way nobody sees a flower really
it is so small we havent't time and to see takes time, like
to have a friend takes time. If I could paint the flower
exactly as I see it no one would see what I see because I
would paint it small like the flower is small. So I said to
myself--! '11 paint what I see what the flover is to me, but
I'll paint it big and they will be surprised into taking time
to look at itI will make,even busy New Yorkers take time to
see what I see of flowers.
VEIL FOOTNOTES
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VII. Footnotes
Anais Nin, In Favor of the Sensitive Man and Other Essays
(New York: Harvest Publishing, 1966) , pp. 12-13.
Tram the exhibition, "Control Processes" : The International
Museum of Photography at George Eastman House, Rochester, New York, 1976.
3
Henry R. Blaney, Photogravure (New York: Scovil and Adams Co.,
1895), p. 47.
'Stephen H. Horgan, Horgan's Half-Tone and Photomechanical
Processes (Chicago: Inland Printing, 1913), pp. 57-60.
Llhpublished manuscript frcm the archives of International
Museum of Photography at George Eastman House, Rochester, New York,
authorship and date unknown.
%:. Ostroff /'Etching, Enqravinq, and Photography," The Journal
of Photographic Sciences, vol. 17, 1969.
'Horgan, op_. cit. , pp. 74-80.
8Ibid. , p. 146.
9Jack D. Flam, Matisse on Art (New York: E.P- Dutton, 1973) , p. 73.
10Ibid., p. 151.
^American Heritage Dictionary, 1st ed., 1969.
12
Flam, op_. cit., p. 152.
13A.J. Anderson, The Artistic Side of Photography (New York:
Arno Press, 1973), p. 26.
14Georgia O'Keefe, Georgia O'Keefe (New York: Penguin Books,
1976), p. 71.
Tlam, op. cit. , p. 149.
16Ibid. , p. 145.
170'Keefe, op. cit. , p. 23.
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VIH APPENDIX I: Technical Log
Plate Number -^=V Title >zSUL Vb-JCQuJt ^/ ~rbXwA-
Film Negative: TB.I- * PlUA/v
Film Positive:
Sensitizing:
Film used: r>VJu.fe. TbStTlvjE <FlLW\
Exposure: 4/o_^- 3^>EC-S.
Development: H'/2-win koT>autH(*H3>.-|
Densities: K^H- -MS .SWAP-Lis
Observaticns : ToKiEs Srn>u.iD SES&iSAtE
our r*o(i..
Measures f^ow\ - se*^^^ lT^ ,15?
Time:
Approach:
Drying Times: ll'3o - 3: 30 p^\
Time Between Drying/Use: ,{?jvimo PcArev
Observations :
^2 3tbgxs.
Graining: Tumble Time: <-(Y-
Settle Time:
45"
&*
Grain Time: ^wi^.
Observations: kGAttsjeo "PCATE 4*
Plate Exposure: Method Used: /i"^o
WACU"PvfeTTDFLooD
Exposure Time: 4w\in). rlisr Rat rw^e.) 6/a_vvu*i. _2mc, Pc/vr\
Observations :
Plate Development: Temperature range to completion: Uo*F-
\3-oaf~
Total time of development: W (amm .
Observations: NO FfcTiUAivlls..
Etching:
Printing :
Observations :
Time between drying/etching: vJ-^i^ttT
Temperature of feath(o) 1 &oova - Wf- lgD7oUu>to\&m
Baume of bath(s) : *i I ,6 , 4 0% ( -^'Q
Time in each bath:
Shadows etched at: (0 "Sec
Highlights etched at:
Total etching time: \0w\(nS .
Observations :
Paper/Ink used: \-tAK\D WAt>. lMK-yj.i_0A-fc.tM. Bcac-ScL v'/a. Stipf ><_<.
COppR.PcAT P^PEfc. t> lTIO/s} b US' PtMn=.D MfhS
0.^ DIFFICULT TZ> uMPE
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VTH APPENDIX I: Technical Log
Plate Number ^F-O- Title (onju, ^[ 'paJU*^
Film Negative: TR\-y FlLm; Au(-,. ^l-^
Film Positive: Film used: Kodak (dQvix& T>osrnug F(lsv\
Sensitizing:
Graining:
Plate Exposure:
l-HCH-S"
t>UAT>
6ooD
Exposure: ^iao, S -sees.
Development: 3 WMM. Dt^SD |:|
Densities: \4lt-H .55 srt^o lis
Observations : TEo^n Icau_V o-
MeasuresRoov^ 5^ ^rvutMrv
Time: 4^o mirs
Approach:
Drying Times : 1^^0-^:30^^
Time Between Drying/Use:
Observations: 6oMHiiTiOM^ <oF |oo^ TTpFAL.
Tumble Time: My
Settle Time: t^stci
Grain Time: =!,?v\iM
Observations:. kY- (5RA-1MED
Method Used: 5boi*JATr PHoTD'FlooG
Exposure Time: 5VYMM'
Observations: -
\-H
Plate Development: Temperature range to ccmpleticn
Total time of development: ~XorA\t^
Observations: DEJeuopg-^ ooar Fivme.
I0'f=- 1^0p
Etchinc: Time between drying/etching: (VE./S.i^lfeHT
Temperature of bath(s) : ^5^ / "7-?F
Eaume of bath(s) : m <h , HoS, 3S>
Time in each bath:
Shadows etched at: Is'^Scs
Highlights etched at:
Total etching time: ^5 vvunj.
Observations :
Printing:
Observations :
Paper/Ink used: GC^PVtic chemical
coPpe.pLP<=rE F^Pefc
,
did mot edition
Pull-d Scoops on! <\[u |-jg
'/iXMTEkiser <blkl *
Vi. Stiff "Blk.
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VHE APPENDIX I: Technical Log
Plate Number ^F 3 Title yyvi- o^^L ->
FiLn Negative: Tte-\- K RUv\ - ^dtdOft^neo Aut. 1^8
Film Positive: Film used: kotjak- 6fcAumae PosmUE iFiuaa
2Jtj2i
Sensitizing:
Exposure: -Maa, (^sccs
Development: 3'/o.w\.im >*>2> I- 1
Densities:
Observations: Njt> LONibge. Do
ve.y-p.
Measures : 5D*?o tftA-yw. 1 d n\i - %t>p
Time : 1 0 yvA (. vvi
Approach:
Drying Times :
5"
: 35 -"% '. q
<"
Time Between Drying/Use: 6.RA((njELT5 "PuyTES
Observations :
H/vmm Dk-60 l-'i
4lbtt fe^-l* SHAD _L3_
Cood tAioie.KA^L: PosmuE
Graining: Tumble Time: My
Settle Time: losses
Grain Time: 3 in]
Observations: keAi^&p Plate ny
Plate Exposure: Method Used: 5<do ioA-tt ?HtcroFcoo(b
Exposure Time: S"Itmm 4S"5cs.
Observations :
Plate Development: Temperature range to completion: l\oF-
Total time of development: lOr^nx]
Observations :
Etching: Time between drying/etching: CUI^ELn} Ko+FT
Temperature of bath(s) : l^f
:L4F
Baurre of bath(s) : 4\e> 406
Time in each bath:
Shadows etched at:
Highlights etched at: l5""StXS
Total etching time: (o<Mirsi
Observations :
31%
Printing:
Observations :
Paper/Ink used: {^A?^ic cUgvucac. '/a 3TTFF Bck-i- Va ^rwse ><-<.
CoPPEePLWTE PJ\PC, EDlTioM4i-S ;
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VHC APPENDIX I: Technical Log
Plate Number ^hfL{
Film Negative : "TitI - V F ( LUv\
Title j^c ^ ( Fjla^v^
Film Positive:
Sensitizing:
Grainina:
Plate Exposure:
Film used: 6>(^Mjaee T^c^'HUe Pilim.
Exposure: -S-fxz M -^Ecs.
Development: T> kst> -^.tra ibHt 2'/; ^isj
Densities: G, mL*H 1.3 ^t\AD
Observations:
Treasures: f'/^. ^/o'/-^
Time:
Approach:
Drying Times: \2'.co - 3
Time Between Drying/Use:
Observations :
Tumble Time: *
Settle Time: a-0 SECS
Grain Time: clwmkJ
Observations: G-rtMr-iED P<-Ar SwuKi
Method Used: 5&o ujatt T^HoTdFcocO
Exposure Time : 4^ 1 kj 4.S *>cs
Observations :
Plate Development: Temperature range to completion: \\Df- l^-oaF
Total time of development: (.0 vvuin^ .
Observations :
Etching:
Printing:
Observations :
Time between drying/etching: O^F^jnH l?KT
Temperature of bath(s) : IS6?
Baume of bath(s) : 4(g <ioft,
(
'B'r'k
Time in each bath:
Shadows etched at: Id^Ec.^,.
Highlights etched at:
Total etching time: l<D(/iAiN~i
-
Observations :
Paper/Ink used: coppee.PcAr- Tfc^Efc
"TVri"b FcArTE kJA^. c/vV*Z> 3,*=
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VHE APPENDIX I: Technical Log
Plate Number Title djUL cryy. ZtrLg^
Film Negative: "T^-l-V FlU/w
Film Positive:
Sensitizing:
Graining:
Plate Exposure:
Film used:G>kAWu. FbsmuE Ftuwv
Exposure: / 2- 1 t 5EO
Development: Cx^.st) "bTRAi 0, tfT ^ '^ ^^
Densities: HibH oiaao i-i
Observations :
Measures: S'/zy 10 '^2__
Time:
Approach:
Drying Times : I n:co - 3 : o o
Time Between DryingATse:
Observations :
Tumble Time: 4^
Settle Time: Id seS
Grain Time: 2J/vuM
Observations: 6?ftA in! t> Plate 3^
Method Used: 5CO(UJMT "FrtoTDFLOOD .
Exposure Time: S/x i^im,
Observations :
Plate Development: Temperature range to completion: U^F - ixoV
Total time of development: [Ovvuwj
Observations :
Etching:
Printing:
Observations :
Time between drying/etching :vJR-^lk(.-rT
Temperature of bath(s) : ~i5f
Baume of bath(s) : 41$, H09fe , 3~>%
Time in each bath: VA\
Shadows etched at: IC^-CS
Highlights etched at:
Total etching time: \0 nm^.
Observations :
Paper/Ink used: CoPPgfcKArE" FAPFf2_
l/o. STIFF SUO '/j. TNTTEKftC CK, GR^P+fic. C*F/V\ l^k .
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VTH APPENDIX I: Technical Log
Plate Number ^r U
Film Negative : T(2-F % F\ li/v\
Film Positive:
Title \jJU "[ q-ju^Ck^ t
Sensitizing:
Film used: Fii^e loain\ TbSmue Filial
Exposure: ^(xx. \o 5ecs
Development: u. v\mm 45"s<=:cs. DEcktol J.:/
Densities: K lUH -4. artAboto l->
Observations: UjioE T&nac OAM6E, -SUBTLY CoMTASTV
Measures : ComD\tio^5 oPfLoorv<: 5V/0HU.M \d rrv v^<=
Time: t> ^CH Ox) rv^ATE IM TRJ^ ShF
'
Approach:
Drying Times: q:oG> - l;^
Time Between Drying/Use : G^M KlE f\> P cAT"i.S
Observations :
Graining: Tumble Time:
Settle Time:
Grain Time:
Observations :
10 -bees
4 * - Plate GftAirvl^D
Plate Exposure: Method
Used:<5^oojA"tt" ?Hott> Flood
Exposure Time: 3"^l^-
Observations :
Plate Development: Temperature range to completion: l(DF
Total time of developmsnt: IO^miwj
Observations :
2-0 F
Etching:
Printing:
Observations ;
Time between drying/etching: CWE^nI \b l-fT
Temperature of bath(s) :
"TSV"
Baume of bath(s) : 4^ 4VF5 "%Q> 3^0a,
Time in each bath:
Shadows etched at: lo 5EXS .
Highlights etched at:
Total etching time: ll_ ia\ >Ai .
Observatiens : G?PO"D, l-VifoKC^ffr^ SUfoi-TD-V U NDERCTOrep.
Paper/Ink used: HAND irv\Ab FAtv}HPo^T Black
C*W\AN}
CoFPE(2_P>(LAr' ?fVPe/5_.
"Fit\rr> i\ jl\i* . * Do sirjr clep^ edges of T>cat BEPoef
?R.lNT!|Sit. k-E7> ftLACNL . VULLED 3_pO0FS .
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VTLI APPENDIX I: Technical Log
Plate Number 4^ "1
Film Negative:
Title pL rrY l<no<LA^
Film Positive: "\LtV\
Sensitizinq:
Graining:
Plate Exposure:
Film used: 6PA\Jue.e posmuf
Exposure: M?.zl SS>gos
Development : 4 w ikJ "DkSd ( : )
Densities: TtoTrt-iKi tdreaO
Observations: Flax *^El>.
NEEDS T^oQ.5 LoMTftAST!
Measures flco^\ -solo rtcuw (P >H
Time:
Approach:
Drying Times: needed additional
Time Between Drying/Use: ^gaumed
Observations: 314-0 ftreueD twv** im sou_itigm
Tumble Time: 0^
Settle Time: oo Sees
Grain Time: ^HAA.irsl
Observations: plate CpGA'^FQ 3x
Method Used: 500 UjMr "PttoTOFLOo'O
Exposure Time: SwikI.
Observations: -
,, FlLTEfe
4 12 (VUKJ .
W^-i 20 sees
ICPD^LiTM A4 6 Ml
MOT TERRIFIC , BUTuillL
Ui \T.
'SOOF
, T&ta^Of Die H fcomnAO? 5~I - L I V
FCA-ne s>
.
a-oo
D^GF TD ft.iSE' IM
Plate Development: Temperature range to completion: lloF -\ZL.obF
Total time of development: ID <rv\ in! .
Observations: UjASntkt> cPF , 4-AD TDtfciw\K; PLATE.,
TEErrvEMDOULS IAM0U.MT oP H*_U.ur4& .
Etchinc: Time between drying/etching : l>j e^>0^ H--r
Temperature of bath (s) : >Dor^~ S^F / S^/o BcoNiiDrp/
Baume of bath(s) : ^\0Q>, 4o6, 3o-S
Time in each bath: -
Shadows etched at: - 15- sees..
Highlights etched at:-
Total etching time: Io^nI-S.
Printing:
Observations :
Observations: 0\JE^.grc4P AiL^Lifoerrs 5^TrtAf Tm-Ev Ka-j* a
UtTLE TOO i/WU.<LH TDM
, SuT tf S O-l-C.
Paper/Ink used: GE-MAN> CoPPERlPLATE- PM>,
G(2Ai*UL OUrErMCAC, INK.: 'f^nfjc ftUC+ Vx "PATENS Sac.
"PULLe-D XPG.OOCS S- EDCnOM^OF
IS*
ONI ^ll l"7S .
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VTH APPENDIX I: Technical Log
Plate Number ^8 Title
Film Negative :T.\ - * f I li/v\
Film Positive:
J^L / f^~
Film used: G?RA\JuE FoSmoE Fiua
Exposure: ^(aa bSEcs. j JF/a^_ 3 7i Sees
Development: 3misi Dk^tjCi j
'
4^ dksd \'-\
Sensitizing:
H-lkt-V. G
Goo's*.
SHAD (-5
Rod ^v\ ^o'F - so)* b4-ow\j d fry.
Graining:
Plate Exposure:
Densities : *~
Observations: ouEfc. &cpcse.b
t+brtUloHT5
Measures : 0 '/x i= S i/tf Tfo\p 0 P
Time: -
Approach:
Drying Times: 5-"lo- <4pw\ - Dla to 4(Grt -tejwP +- Pco
Time Between Drying/Use: - orc_ou.LArioM _ grained Plates
Observations: 6>ooD .
Tumble Time: 4*
Settle Time: 3c seci
Grain Time : 2. w\ t*i
Observations : PcaTE LAM *1 Eo 4 )<
Method Used:Soo LajAtTT PHotdFloolv
Exposure Time: ~w\in\.
Observations : o 00*0 .
Plate Development: Temperature range to completion:
Total time of development: to wum .
Observations :
ioF -i-ujV
Etching:
40
B 3SB
Printing:
Observations :
Time between drying/etching: AJ2j^\C5 4T
Temperature of bath(s) : ~]S^b P
Baume of bath(s) : M\ /a-"6 ,
Time in each bath:-
Shadows etched at: "Mosses.
Highlights etched at:
~
Total etching time: lOt/vuirA
Observations: kSEa^. pKJ=CT
"TOAt i^ in THE Vobrnof
Paper/Ink used: GEerAAN} LoPPe/SjPLATE
-PANT) rrsADE FR*wkUer Blac<
PULLED D- "PfeooF^ f- EDITION *t OF IS"
PCAt. E^Ej^TH-CNitb (S THE/2.E
PaT^
OM ^ whs
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VHE APPENDIX I: Technical Log
Plate Number ^ \ Title
Film Negative : Tfci - r Pm Uv\
Film Positive:
^crituuX ^l^\UriMjuv-^ (dUtua^
Sensitizing:
Graining:
Film used: FlNlE G(3jvinI PosmoE -PiUA/\
Exposure: -/o_2_ 5"5"Ecs.
Development: T>Ecto<- \ * 1
Densities: vV\k(4 5 :slV\D [-5
Observations: G>*LEAT
Measures: -re-irAP i$00F jSO% r+a^lDifY.
Time: (Orwisi
Approach:
Drying Times : 5:
3a5~
- f :
Time Between Drying/Use: (iRAfMCD PoAT3,
Observations :
Tumble Time: 4x
Settle Time: 3o sec
Grain Time: 3^ain1
Observations: ptAnE G-GAc^E'b 4^
Plate Exposure: Method Used: 5DOLJA-TT "PttDTU FlOCt>
Exposure Time:
4" /x lAA.i\i.
Observations :
Plate Development: Temperature range to completion :l\oF ~\2o*f
Total time of development: 15 \avinJ-
Observations :
Etching:
3&dft ^a
Printing:
Observations :
Time beteeen drying/etching: O^tR. n}Il> KT
Temperature of bath(s) : 1SV
Baume of bath(s) : 4 i <3 40 "^
Time in each bath:
Shadows etched at: l^S^CS.
Highlights etched at:
Total etching time: l5*rvuM.
Observations: 'NArL PefcFecr PLATE . U>\i6 TBnjac SCal
ID rititsHT SU^UkfcfT TO 'cDe/.P SPA^Oui
Pacer/Ink -used: |A-LP>AN!ME TlSSuE Cncr v"'\anlvfactu.ed A*iY
OvofcC."} ^ANDrTATDe '/x PodrviE P,lAqo- '/j. ffeMslkf&fiT RGAc .
?ULL5LD ON1L4 3 ONOTUSue:. ONi [l<>br.
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VUI APPENDIX I: Technical Log
Plate Number A^IO Title lW "V fa-3*&-jjL
Film Negative: Tt2-\-* Fiuv\
Film Positive:
Sensitizing:
Graining:
Film used :G>RAUuft Tb^muE HU/w
Exposure: -frl 2.2. "3o SE-C-S .
Development: 5rAiM ^dalith An 8^1
Densities : 4 Im- .4
s"
S tVAD . ( 0
Observations :
Measures i^oo>vv tEjw.p : Ks^o i4^w> iditV - SOF koorvvTTErvsP, dich-Lop
Time:
Approach:
Drying Times: 3 '30 ?** - l.'3 0pwa C~i:oop^- K.papH TlJ Lo .)
Time Between Drying/Use: Va i4oar^
Observations :
Tumble Time: 4^
Settle Time: 10 s6
Grain Time: J-IaahnI
Observations : 3*- plate g,oaiNec>
Plate Exposure: Method Used: EDO iajatt PKtrrDF"LOob
Exposure Time: 4 miNi
Observations :
Plate Development: Temperature range to completion^
Total time of development: Ud*P - l2-oF 3-oi/v\ims.
Observations: D-^oEiL^Prvv&MT uiSiNiT s^oot-l^ -llos> ^ooD.
Etching:
Printing:
Observations :
Time between drying/etching :>UE_MIL>I1T
Temperature of bath (s) Roa*\ ^DF , Sfh HW.v\ C&ny
Baume of bath(s) : 4\fo, 4ot> , 3Sd
Time in each bath:
Shadows etched at: 5Sc5.
Highlights etched at:
Total etching time:
)5~
MINIS .
Observations :
Paper/Ink used: AlSanIME Tissue f A&lHes ^aFF
C^RAPVi-lC CrtgvWCAL. liM< v/^ teLACK. ^Ti rF4 l/a XNtfENSE BLAc .
Iww^e this -Plate 4-rim^s. Tpe AftfiUe
iufo^/ysax^
1 > O^ THE LA^>T P'LATE -
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VUL APPENDIX I: Technical Log
Plate Number Jf \\ Title
Film Negative : TK>1 - Y F ( Uv\
Vcl^vv^L. CNv- dtUUixX
Film Positive:
Sensitizing:
Graining:
Plate Exposure:
Film used:GteAvntee Ptsfrvue F t<u/v\
Exposure: / 2_o_ 4s.^.
Development: 4'/a v^tM Oksd -^trai^ht
Densities: 4Vb4 5 ^ad l- 3
Observations :
Measures :
S" Y^ O / i_
Time:
Approach:
Drying Times : XX- co - -3, oc)
Time Between Drying/Use:
Observations :
Tumble Time: &*
Settle Time: 2o SEc
Grain Time: 3w\i^
Observations: mc- Plate- 6^i^0
Method Used: 6^0 uJAclT "PrtoTo FLOOD
Exposure Time : 5Va ^ ^ M .
Observations :
Plate Development: Temperature range to completion: Uo^F-irxCF
Total time of development: IOi/wIin)
Observations :
Etching:
Printing :
Observations ;
Time between drying/etching :C\J E&N I G 4T
Temperature of bath(s) :
Baume of bath(s) : m ft , 4oaf*>, 5"?D6
Time in each bath: 1 *^'nj llvc^Fr ^^"^
Shadows etched at: lo sdc^
Highlights etched at: lb SECs
Total etching time : G kmM .
Observations :
Paper/Ink used: GRW\An\ cbPP^J>LPTF Pa'P.
LV3APt4C QPCaa. \NkL: ([j_ STIFF BLK.+ '/y-pVfT&MSE 2.GK.
Feimvep ^li-il-?% EomoKi it ls
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VHE APPENDIX I: Technical Log
Plate Number -^r I Title
Film Negative: TR^-)^
Film Positive:
<\^y^Ji- 4?/&=*
Sensitizing:
Graining:
Plate ExDOsure:
Film used: GRAUixeE
Ttosrnde-
Film
Exposure: ^/aa- 4 sees.
Development: "bK-SD ^tpail?h-t , ~2>/v\(N "Deo.
Densities: H-utt .4 ^B-AD i.Mjt
Observations :
Measures: "S ^ U(2_
Time:
Approach:
Drying Times : 12 ; oo - ry.oo
Time Between Drying/Use:
Observations :
Tumble Time: Wy
Settle Time: io ssc
Grain Time : ^ w\\ m
Observations: Plate CfeAiK<e<& 3><-
Method Used: SDO UjAT 'PttoTZ) FlooD
Exposure Time: 5 miKl 45~sEcs .
Observations :
Plate Development: Temperature range to completion: \\of-\-i_of
Total time of development: 10 wuki
Observations :
Etching:
Printing:
Observations :
Time between drying/etching: 0 d ^c2-^ IGKT
Temperature of bath(s) :
Baume of bath(s) : 4>.06 , 4o6
/
3"73
Time in each bath:
Shadows etched at: VS"~"SLC-S .
Highlights etched at:
Total etching time : I o rv\ c M .
Observations :
Paper/Ink used: G.^'caaaM LnS Tl SSu.E /o^PPe^pLAHr
ORAPtUC CHEWV-XNik.: '/i.-OMTErviSS: "PbLi^^ f/^_ STIFF fcUC.
PE-^NiTBD ^lislw.
TKr IS PLATE LviA5 lA/WOC TWl^
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VHE APPENDIX I: Technical Log
Plate Number 4\= \ 3 Title gO^AW>A-^_ ui/o GgjkJjlv^^
Film Negative : ~TRA ~~f Fl U/Y\
Film Positive:
Sensitizing:
Graining:
Plate Exposure:
Film used: CRfvJuEF PostTiue F\l(aa
Exposure : - f 2. a. L <bEcs .
Development: t> KLSD ^/aivn
Densities: (4(Grt .
4S"
StVATj (-^
Observations :
Measures: SD^a ivawv niy - <"$of
Time : |o \aa 1n
Approach:
Drying Times: 5: "VT- T-'-K
Time Eetween Drying/Use: QRained "DlATEG
Observations :
Tumble Time: M^
Settle Time: tS"Sec
Grain Time: a_ 1^1kA
Observaticns : PLATE 6.PVMNE1D H>
Method Used: -50O loatt V\Jv5Vb FuDOft
Exposure Time: 5~w\iN
Observations :
Plate Development: Temperature range to completion: Uo F i3-c) F
Total time of development: 2^wunj
Observations :
Etching:
Printing :
Observations :
Time between drying/etching : Q <J- kHG
H- (
Temperature of bath(s) zlS^f
Baume of bath(s) : 4(6 , H^^b ~5B
Time in each bath:
Shadows etched at : ( *==.EcS .
Highlights etched at:
Total etching time : 1 2. wi 1M s .
Observations :
Pa.per/Ink used: 6eicWvAM Cop-^eftJPbTO 'PAPE/S
'l^. ^ANT^nrVVkF F^NkJ1*^ &LK* '/2_"2_>1TEMS: G> IK &a*kiTj)
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VHI APPENDIX I: Technical Log
Plate Number 4r 14
Film Negative : Tfc. [ - f
Film Positive:
Title 6Vv<^ ^(CjJUI^ UJluu>
Film used: 6>(fcA^ <A.fcE FtciTiUf F(L^a
Exposure: ^(2. a. iT'SEcs,
Development: "Dicsd -=TJ"^dL>yT
Densities: t-WG(4 3 s- S4SYO (.3.
Observations: V4 SoRr ^ Gi2ao
Sensitizing: i_
Graining:
Measures: W'/o__^ 1 4 'A
Time : ! o i/w > nj -
Approach: TF (a^>of s>o u-ltvQnJ
'='"
o. p - 5-5 f
Drying Times : 124 0 - 3 : 3,0
Time Between Drying/Use:
Observations: fo6P SD*lo tKuwibtTV
Tumble Time: 4y
Settle Time: 2.0 sees
Grain Time: -2 ioai*/
Observations: Plat^ CoRxiNEO 4*
Plate Exposure: Method Used: 5Z>D LoATT PttCTDF-r_oD .
Exposure Time : S iaa I Ni .
Observations :
Plate Development: Temperature range to ccmpleticn: IIof-
Total time of development: lX iaMnI
Observations :
20F
Etching:
3*<2> V>S
Printing :
Observations :
Time between drying/etching : CXj -N> \.
GK'
Temperature of bath(s) : 15~dF
Baume of bath(s) : 41^6> , Hofc
Time in each bath: -
Shadows etched at: ~v^
Highlights etched at: 10 5Ecs
Total etching time:
\s~
mini
Observations :
Paper/Ink used: &w\An\ ooPP^_DcATFl T>AF>.
PR-lKrr-GD ^Uhfc . crfi* CA&E. FD6- OlFAi^ *? bGFJb,.
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VHE APPENDIX I: Technical Log
Plate Number && Title CW^ ^1 Cu^S. UjsulJL*.A
Film Negative : TE_\ - f F \ua ,
Film Positive:
ADD
Sensitizing:
Graining:
Plate Exposure:
Film used: GRAV/iaR. TcsmUE. Fmu*\
Exposure: 4-/a.a ^3"3cs , ?OLW FL|flLm^
Development: Kot^alath f\s-&l:\
Densities:
Observations: v(2_V PLAT, UNDEREXPOSED (NEc.
Contract in ectc4 .step, if i>0ssibc_
Measures: so% HujvMDin/ ( ^yF , t^p of dich st^-GiV
Time: -
Approach: -
Drying Times: A-'oL- - la.: oo Nr=c>feD fA^ Additional (tou.fe to ^
Time Between Drying/UseT P>u- td vU'j>i-\ v<mP of (2oow\
Observations: s^ereNED ^e^siti^inu T^ hUF td _vs
Tumble Time: H>
Settle Time: ^,0 Sz.cs
Grain Time: .S^inI
Observations: Plate. *&& in eis 4:*
Method Used: 6DO WMT f^TDFlooC)
Exposure Time: Tw\\Ni .
Observations :
/M
Plate Develppment: Temperature range to completion: WO F
Total time of development: !Oi/a\nI .
Observations :
2.oaF
Etching:
Printing:
Observations :
Time between drying/etching: cxJE-iS^Jiki+r
Temperature of feathts} : Roowv4 Hvuw 1-pfTV - TDaf - SD%ttu.*<\
Baume of bath(s) : 4\6 , 4 0a6, BS*Q
Time in each bath:
Shadows etched at: F"SEC5,
Highlights etched at:
Total etching time: 10 (M.vM
.
Observations : vlQ.V
t^>9r~
WMO-jdnEV ^ET nvmnTAInFO
VFC-M fclC-H P>LAOG V SUOHTL.W TONED HibHU^PK"
Paper/Ink used: ALft/MOiiMEmssuG. s- ftfpjiH-^ 'BaFF
GAaph.cc c4jwicac iKjU--l^5-nFF*3c <- '/a-^NnrMst Scfe
PlNTFT> ^ls-(lf. ~P(?OoPs OMT1SSUE.
Edition] onj A/2.CHEA, B^-^f7
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VTJI APPENDIX I: Technical Log
Plate Number -^lU Title %LpJuu*AJ?. *>( drudl f2LAA^-
Film Negative : Tic. I -
V*
F ( Lirv>
Film Positive:
Sensitizing:
Graining:
Plate Exposure:
Film used: XoOAK. G>(Paou_f PoSmOP FlU\A
Exposure: 4-/.2.J2. ^Va t>cs.
Development: D>k.5b straight 3 *v\iN .
Densities: P4Gi4 .
s"
*=>4AD lo_
Observations :
Measures: <SOaF -.SD'ToHnAfrvu'D (T\
Time: (Ov^mn .
Approach:
Drying Times : S ' 3>
5"
-3 : 4 5
Time Eetween Drying/Use : Grai nj c d PLATES
Observations :
Tumble Time: 4*
Settle Time: io5c^
Grain Time: 3miN
Observations: Pl/vte. i^Aiirsrf> 2^
Method Used: SOO WAIT FMdToFlOoO
Exposure Time : U {(o_ i/v\ 1 rs\ .
Observations :
Plate Development: Temperature range to completion: UOF-("X<F
Total time of development: l&Ml^
Observations :
Etching:
Printing:
Observations :
Time between drying/etching: dxlEte-N 1 (bH-T
Temperature of bath(s) : {^i^c -7bT
Baume of bath(s) : L\[ p> ^oJ6 P>~>G>
Time in each bath:
Shadows etched at: lo 5&cs ,
Highlights etched at:
Total etching time: {S iaaim
.
Observations: QEsf-rr staETSD TO 'S^EA^
Do^M.
Paper/Ink used: cG.^AAM CoP^^PCP^S- ^Pf^l
\V/VNJDrvw& f^ANi^Foer Blaci<
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VUI APPENDIX I: Technical Log
Plate Number -4= Itf Title j^w. ^a^jlo =#~7 ^7 Qn^U
Film Negative: TR-l ~ /
Film Positive:
Sensitizing:
Graining:
Film used:
Exposure:
Development :
Densities :
Observations :
Measures :TEja\P op Potass \u.w\ Dto-H. (sO? in tgaV
Time:
Approach:
Drying Times: l^-: 2-0 - S^OP'A
Time Between Drying/Use:
Observations :
Tumble Time: ^y.
Settle Time: \o 5te.<coin-ds
Grain Time: ^2.w\\NJ.
Observations: (Z>EATE0 H^
Plate Exposure: Method Used: 500
UjAFtt"
T'HdToFLCCD
Exposure Time: S"y*\inJ.
Observations :
Plate Development: Temperature range to completion: UoF - \2^t
Total time of development: 1Tm(N.
Etching :
Observations: B^ FfeoBLEfw. ^>l Fte.iaJNk. T\ssu. soA^eb (vj
NAT&R. TOO LOKJ G> .
Time between drying/etching: CUj2~Ml(=ttT
Temperature of bath(s) :
Eaume of bath(s) : qi>, 4oV^ <=* 3*FB
Time in each bath:
Shadows etched at:
Highlights etched at:
Total etching time:
Observations :
Paoer./Ink used: GRAPHIC CiPQAA XMTeNSC Su^
Acfcf-S> QjLlFF .
Printing :
Observations: |bT KA=r E^PofecjufcE F E.TCK IaJAs WfrH
KPDA^c PHotd RESIST E3 EkPoGED PlAT&S Fo(Z MG~SEcs e^_f|
^/LA(L6a.vG A(2.ck Vacullun F/t4w. p^D E^Po^aP-G LajA^
&>GMJuK-E IKAFo A&>U.
page (J\
VUL APPENDIX I: Technical Log
Plate Number
^M~
11 Title ^hx^J^j^jL* ^rg~ \^JJU^ flru^j^^-
Film Negative:
Film Positive:
Sensitizing:
Graining:
Plate Exposure:
Film used: KobA(<L ^uTOjN
Exposure: -/(( \3sCS
Development: Eivmkj, Kcoaut^ A-t-S l-'l
Densities: -
Observations : Mawd tvkrrtA*L EMoubtf
Measures: ^T 0\<^h. l,qp i^tr^
Time:
Approach:
Drying Times:
12' 3o - 3'3op-^.
Time Between Drying/Use:
Observations :
Tumble Time: 4Y
Settle Time: |o SEe
Grain Time : ^l w\ \ nJ
Observations: EeTByFTE-O 3><
Method Used: .52)0 UjAtt PtteTO FLopD
Exposure Time: Spain
Observations :
AUTD.SlJ2t\i
M\<* 13 SE&S 6N. Ej^P.
"pUEKi H-z^iO AD SELS .
DE\T. G'/j.^.iN.
DN-
t&-GoOD - UJttN UStNt,
AUTZ>Sce6XlFlU*\ VAUST
V^<E c^uj^ i/^^Kjt -j^-
CWMlvrTAlNiS Pu.U_ SCZ.
?AencULA^.L_W IN THE ^Ikff.
HtHT s. S0-At)OU) <*iA5
Plate Development: Temperature range to completion: UoF- i^V
Total time of development: ISitainJ.
Observations :
Etching:
33%
Printing:
Time between drying/etching: OVt^ f\>l&H-T
Temperature of bath(s) :
Baume of bath(s) : m 6 tfoV,
Time in each bath:
Shadows etched at:
Highlights etched at:
Total etching time:
Observations :
Paper/Ink used: GlAPeKG (L&ffewv INTSjNiSF GU<
A_a4Cs feuFF
Observations :tH9 PAN Sk<(Es UJA% FinsT T>o^E AS a PH^to ercfffNG
Tr\AM *E/PesEO FO&. A Ga^ol O^76^ (T,
page
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VUE APPENDIX I: Technical Log
Plate Number 4^11
Film Negative:
Film Positive:
Title ^vcS^u^ 2. l4^L^j yiUJl
Sensitizing:
Graining :
Film used: A*atos<u^Ck1 ^\\jn\
Exposure: 4-/ lb. So SEC.
Development: M 'li wmkJ ko-DALiTH A<-S 1.4
Densities:
Observations : ~
Measures: TE/wp of "PotaS- D\c_h . GoP msj, tAO
Time:
Approach:
Drying Times: \2--o - 3'33j>>^
Time Between Drying/Use:
Observations :
Tumble Time: '-fY-
Settle Time: [0 5C
Grain Time : -2. caa i tv
Observaticns : ^?_pA.T 0 ~b/
Plate Exposure: Method Used: 300 WFyTT pHtfToFLOOD
Exposure Time: 5^[^-
Observations :
Plate Development: Temperature range to completion: WoT- - \~D-o f
Total time of development: IS~wun.
Observations :
Etching : Time between drying/etching : Cut^.
n\ I Co 4- <.
Temperature of bath(s) : 1SP
Eaume of bath(s) : 4lb6
,
^ov3 , 3 3
Time in each bath:
Shadows etched at:
Highlights etched at:
Total etching time:
Observaticns :
Printing: Paper/Ink used: 6*APHr<C
GbV^ TpMTE^^&_riL
[AG(4-S G>upP
Observations:
[ST -p^pg Q^safS^ US KGoPA^ P^STo CSlST^-3
CuG(LD FPdG. P-V10TO (?T^T(NibJ) TH^ 2NT C^P^S6cfZ u)/^
RA>JLUL
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VHE APPENDIX I: Technical Log
Plate Number 'i^c2Q
Film Negative:
Film Positive:
Title -Vv^ W^-=*H "I hMLd^J
Sensitizing:
Graining:
Plate Exposure:
Film used: KoOAVA ALCr05EEM FIL1AA
Exposure: -P)ax 4 5el,S
Development: M'/i-^iKi D^sD stemlpHT
Densities: VPi^u, g- >4AO0Ui l-G
Observations :
Measures: TEW\P. DF PotaS- tMCH. IN TPAlo GoT-
Time:
Approach:
Drying Times: l2P-<?o 3-'3oP*v\
Time Between Drying/Use:
Observations :
Tumble Time: Uft-
Settle Time: lo^EX.
Grain Time: 2_w\\fN]
Observations: R.EpEATT> 3^
Method Used: .SCO tMATT l>ttzm)FLOcO
Exposure Time: S"W\\ni.
Observations :
Plate Development: Temperature range to completion:
Total time of development:
Observations :
Etching: Time between drying/etching -. Pi/E^nH^HT
Temperature of bath(s) : ~iS~<?-
Baume of bath(s) : m'ft
/
400/a
t ~3~^P>
Time in each bath:
Shadows etched at:
Highlights etched at:
Total etching time:
Observations :
Printing:
Observations :
Paper/Ink used: G GAPH-VC_ cAr^v\ 5 te(_t<
\ST CP<5SULCE P0A5 VaMTY* KoDAf^ PtigTD ^S/ST
>li) p0 5U-: GOA5 ^(TH kftjMJtAjfc^ ^iZoCjQsS
page
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VHE APPENDIX I: Technical Log
Plate Number ^^~\
Film Negative : 33 A
Film Positive:
Title jkxt^-. %*la^ju> 4r5
Tfe*-* FILWv
Film used: GRA\/uft. PaSmvJE FVUy\l^
S ^irN
H-IL^.5" ^PAD.
Exposure: -PI.3A <3 sees
Development: 4 wunI pt<L5D srRMbHT
Densities: v-Hurt .4 sradolo *.*
Observaticns: /%T *P P>Actdlscs
l-L
G>oOD. USE IT.
Sensitizing:
Graining:
Plate Exposure:
Measures : TEMP op Potas. dilh. iNi TftAS3 GoP
Time:
Approach:
Drying Times: \X-^o - 3: 30f&~-
Time Between Drying/Use:
Observations :
Tumble Time: H^
Settle Time: \o VEA-
Grain Time : jz. uv\ 1n!
Observaticns: ^P^ATiZts 4Tl*v\F^
Method Used: 5b0 UjAfTTl^HOToFLCOD
Exposure Time: 5"miN-
Observations :
Plate Development: Temperature range to completion:
Total time of development:
Observations :
Etching:
Printing:
Observations :
Time between drying/etching : 0(/E(5.fN\GH4
Temperature of bath(s) : TS^F
Baume of bath(s) : 4tJft , 40r2> , <5 31%
Time in each bath:
Shadows etched at:
Highlights etched at:
Total etching time:
Observations :
Paper/Ink used: GfiftPfHG (G4em lT-NrniNSF B>U<
A^-GHS 1S.CAFP
\^T E>poiu OoArS yvYVD ooith lbCN.SCF\2-l)v\G
?LATX LOvTrl KOCA^G CP^iT3 r^foTD 5(5T.
22Nt) (EGAPob-OA^C LajA-S t>V AG>ov/ 6aGulR
iNrbiejvATlDNj
68 
VIII. APPENDIX II: SOURCES OF SUPPLY 
Etching supplies: tools, papers, inks, oil, blankets, copper 
Graphic Chemical and Ink Co. 
Sam Flax, Inc. 
Rembrandt Graphic Arts 
Any good b::xJkstore at a local 1.IDi versi ty . 
Etching Presses 
Graphic Chemical, Sam Flax, and Rembrandt have a line of presses. 
Charles Brand Machinery, Inc. 
)\.nerican-French Tool Corrpany 
Craftsnan t1achinery Conpany 
Etching Tools 
Edward C. Lyons 
Printing Papers 
Andrews;Nelsan;Whi tehead 
Liquid 420 Ferric Chloride/Solvents 
Scobell Chemical Co. 
69 
All Other Chemicals, Glassware, Bature Thernorreter, Hydrareters 
Science Material Resource Center 
Neil Parshall 
Gravure Pigrrent Paper 
McGraw Colorgraph, Inc. 
Copper Plates 
Graphic Chemical or any good uni versi ty l:ookstore. 
Blankets 
Graphic Chemical 
Pigrrents. 
Fezandie and Sperrle, Inc. 
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